
 

 

 
 

Mantra Inspired Furniture Introduces the EarthPly Collection 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

June 12th, 2023  

 
Norfolk, VA: Mantra Inspired Furniture (Mantra IF), commercial furniture manufacturing and design 

company headquartered in Norfolk, Virginia, is thrilled to introduce the EarthPly Collection.  
 

The EarthPly Collection offers a range of table top sizes and legs, providing versatile options to meet the 

needs of conference and meeting rooms. The collection's core value lies in its sustainable materiality. Each 
table top features FSC plywood sandwiched between two layers of recycled paper composite, creating an 

aesthetically pleasing surface that reflects an authentic and renewable choice. Like all Mantra Inspired 

Furniture products, the EarthPly Collection is designed with longevity in mind. 
 

 
 

Key Features: 

• Durable, stable, and aesthetically pleasing design. 

• Abrasion and corrosion resistant for long-lasting performance. 

• Excellent substitute for laminate and veneer options. 

• Naturally antimicrobial and easy to clean. 

• Heat resistant up to 350°F (176°C) with Class A fire rating. 

• Highly chemical and stain resistant. 

 
Sustainability Highlights: 

• Best of NeoCon 2023 Sustainability Award  

• Contributes to LEED and green building points. 

• Certifications: FSC®, HPD®, EPD®, GREENGUARD®, and Declare. 

• Living Building Challenge (LBC) Red List-approved certification. 

• SVHC compliant with concentrations below 0.1%. 

• Use of FSC-certified and post-consumer recycled materials. 

• Utilizes the WE Technology™ closed-loop manufacturing system. 
 

https://www.mantrainspiredfurniture.com/


"We are excited to launch our EarthPly Table Collection, that showcases a new sustainable material never 

before featured in our industry. With certifications including FSC, HPD, EPD, Greenguard and Declare, this 
material supports our mission to create sustainability through timeless furniture solutions." said Susan Pilato, 

President, and CEO of Mantra Inspired Furniture.  

 
For more information about the EarthPly Collection and Mantra Inspired Furniture's sustainability 

commitment, please visit https://www.mantrainspiredfurniture.com/earthply.  
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About Mantra Inspired Furniture 

Mantra Inspired Furniture (Mantra IF) was founded in 2018 by Susan Pilato, principal of Norfolk-based 
PC&A Business Environments. The name is inspired by 8 simple codes, or “mantras” to live by, passed down 

from Pilato’s late father, John Clayborne Compton, Jr.  
 

Mantra Inspired Furniture is a grassroots community of designers and makers propelled to create timeless, 

enduring, investment grade designs. Our strength lies in our abilities as an agile disrupter and our promise to 
Mother Earth to bring to the marketplace furniture that sequesters carbon and embraces the cyclical ability to 

repair, restore and renew. With enthusiasm and optimism, Mantra is dedicated to products made in America 

by American craftspeople. Mantra Inspired Furniture is doing authentic sustainability now. 
  

Mantra Inspired Furniture has collaborated with designers and architects to furnish its commercial collections 

across the United States.  
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